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ABSTRACT 
 

Videos are everywhere these days – in thousands of scientific 
(e.g., astronomical, bio-medical), consumer, industrial, and 

artistic applications. Moreover they come in a wide range of 

the electromagnetic spectrum - from visible light and infrared 

to gamma rays and beyond. The ability to process video data 

is therefore an incredibly important skill to master for 

engineering/science students, software developers, and 

practicing scientists.  Video processing continues to enable the 

multimedia technology revolution we are experiencing today. 

The innovation being done in multimedia streams from last 

few years necessitates the development of efficient and more 

effective methodologies for storing information related to 
video, audio, text etc. Video stream is segmented into its 

primary blocks for accessing  content based video. The 

general objectives are to segment a given video sequence into 

its constituent shots, and to identify and classify the different 

shot transitions in the sequence. The video stream consists of a 

number of shots, each sequence of frames are represented 

using a single camera. Switching from one frame to another 

indicates the transition from a shot to the next one. Therefore, 

the detection of these transitions, known as scene change or 

shot boundary detection, is the first step in any video-analysis 

system. The basis of detecting shot boundaries in video 

sequences is the fact that frames surrounding a boundary 
generally display a significant change in their visual contents. 

Many techniques for shot boundary detection are available, 

but the major challenges to them is Detection of gradual 

transition and the elimination of disturbances caused by 

illumination change or fast object and camera motion as well 

as the execution time. On the other hand, efficiency is also 

crucial due to the voluminous amounts of information found in 

video streams. In this research paper, a new robust and  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

efficient algorithm capable of detecting transitions in AVI 

videos is developed 

 
Keywords:  Fade; DTCWT, DDDTCWT; Dissolve; Wipe; 

shot. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Video has been the primary concern of the movie and 

television industry. With the maturity of digital video 

capturing devices and broadband transmission networks, 

numerous applications have been emerging including: 

teleconferencing, remote surveillance, multimedia services 

and digital television. Over the years industry has developed 

detailed and complete procedures and techniques to index, 

store, edit and retrieve the video material. A sequence of 

images is called video, which are usually interlinked. The 

overall goal of video analysis is to obtain an understanding of 

the scene.  Scene understanding requires recognition of objects 

and events. 

 
Fig. 1 Structural Model Of Video Production  

Shots are considered as the basic elements in the video since 

they are the elementary building blocks in video construction. 
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Fig. 2 Structure analysis Of Video 

Shot change detection also known as shot transition is the 

procedure for identifying changes in the scene content of a 

video sequence. Shot boundary detection (SBD) is the 

procedure of detecting boundaries between adjacent shots        

(collection of frames). [1] 

The basis of detecting shot boundaries in video sequences is 

the fact that frames surrounding a boundary generally display 

a significant change in their visual contents. Shot boundary 

detection searches for and recognizes the visual discontinuities 

caused by the transitions, to segment a video stream into its 

elementary content units. 

 

Fig. 3 Overview Of Shot Boundary Detection 

 

1.1 Classification Of Shot Transitions 

 

Hard Cut 
It is an abrupt change or clear cut which appears by a 

complete shot over a span of two consecutive frames. It is 

mainly used in live transmissions. 

 

  
 

Gradual Transition 
Gradual transition generally represents slow variations 

occurring in the scene content of a video. 

Fade:   
Two different kinds of fades are used: 

fade-out and fade-in 

Fade Out:  The fade-out emerges when the image fades to a  

black screen or a dot. 

 
 

Fade In: The fade-in appears when the image is displayed 

from a black image. Both effects last a few frames. 
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Dissolve 
 
It is a synchronous occurrence of a fade-in and fade-out. The 

two effects are layered for a fixed period of time. 

 
 

Wipe 
 

This is a virtual line going across the screen clearing the old 

scene and displaying a new scene. the wipe may take different 

pattern like circular, vertical, horizontal, oval etc 

 

 
 

 

 

1.2 Different Features That Can Be Used to 

Measure Visual Discontinuity 
 

• Pixel differences 

• Statistical differences 

• Compression differences 

• Edge differences 

• Histogram differences 

i).Pixel Differences 
Calculate pixel-to-pixel difference & Compare the  average 

value with the  reference threshold. 

 

 
 

 

 

ii) Statistical Differences 

Divide image into regions and Compute statistical measures 

from   these regions (e.g., mean, standard deviation) . 

 

 
 

iii)Compression Differences 
It generally represents compression difference computation 

using different transformation methods. For example the 

Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) coefficients of JPEG 

compressed frames can be used to compute the frame 

dissimilarity. 

 

 
 

iv)Edge Differences 
In edge-based features the edges of consecutive aligned 
frames are first detected then the edge pixels are compared 

with nearby edge pixels in the other image .The boundary 

detection decisions are based on the number of entering and 

existing edge pixels. 
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v)Histogram Difference  
Compute the colour histogram of each consecutive frame and 

compare  it to detect boundaries. 

 

 
Table 1: Performance comparison of existing algorithms 

 

Method 

 

Advantages 

 

Disadvantages 

 

Pixel Differences 

Based Algorithm  

Low processing 

time 

Computationally 

heavy, Very sensitive 

to moving object or 

camera motion 

Statistical 

Differences 

Based Algorithm 

Detects hard-cut, 

fade 

Can‟t identify 

dissolve, fade, fast 

moving objects 

Edge Differences 

Based Algorithm 

Detects hard-cut, 

fade, wipe and 
dissolve 

Computationally 

heavy Fails when 
there is large amount 

of motion 

Compression 

Differences 

Based Algorithm 
 

Detects hard-cut, 

fade,  and 

dissolve 

 

Can‟t identify 

dissolve, fade, fast 

moving objects 

 

Histogram 

Difference Based 

Algorithm 

Performance is 

better 

Detects hard-cut, 

fade, wipe and 

dissolve 

Fails if the two 

successive shots have 

same histogram.  

Can‟t distinguish fast 

object or camera  

motion 

 
The challenging factors for video shot boundary detection   are 

as follows: 

a) Detection of gradual transition. 

b) Motion of camera. 

c) Illumination change. 
d) Motion of object. 

e) Real time video shot boundary detection. 

 

Considering the limitation of the existing methods for SBD, 

this paper proposes a robust method for Shot boundary 

detection using either Dual tree Complex Wavelet Transform  

or Double Density Dual tree Complex wavelet transform. 

 

We relate here the attribute “robust” to the following major 

criteria: 

1) Excellent detection performance for all types of shot 

boundaries  (hard cuts and gradual transitions) in the presence 
of illumination change , motion of object,motion of camera. 

2) Constant quality of the detection performance for any 

arbitrary sequence, with minimized need for manual fine 

tuning of detection parameters in different sequences.    

        

2. Dual Tree Complex Wavelet 
Transform (Dtcwt) 

 

In this section, a brief description of the dual tree complex 

wavelet transformation (DT-CWT) is provided. The dual-tree 
complex wavelet transform (CWT) is a relatively recent 

enhancement to the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), with 

important additional properties, It is nearly shift invariant and 

directionally selective in two and higher dimensions [4]. Since 

its emergence 20 years ago, the wavelet transform has been 

exploited with great success across the gamut of signal 

processing applications. 

In a nutshell, the DWT replaces the infinitely oscillating 

sinusoidal basis functions of the Fourier transform with a set 

of locally oscillating basis functions called wavelets. 

The wavelets are stretched and shifted versions of a 

fundamental, real-valued band pass wavelet ψ (t ). 
 

    
   where a  defines the scale and b defines the shift 

 

If φ (t) represents low-pass scaling function, then any finite 

energy analog signal x(t) can be decomposed in terms of 

wavelets and scaling functions via 

 

 

 

 
where,   c(n)    =  scaling coefficients. 

             d(j,n) =  wavelet coefficient. 

             φ(t ) , ψ(t)  are the wavelet functions. 
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Discrete wavelet transform suffers from four fundamental 

shortcomings- 

 

Oscillations: The wavelet coefficients tend to oscillate positive 

and negative around singularities . This considerably 

complicates wavelet-based singularity extraction. 
 

Lack of shift invariance : which means that small shift in the 

input signal can cause major variations in the distributions of 

energy between dwt coefficient. 

 

Lack of Directionality: Finally, while Fourier sinusoids in 

higher dimensions correspond to highly directional plane 

waves, the standard tensor product construction of M-D 

wavelets produces a checkerboard pattern that is 

simultaneously oriented along several directions. This lack of 

directional selectivity greatly complicates modeling and 
processing of geometric image features like ridges and edges. 

 

Aliasing: The wide spacing of the wavelet coefficient samples, 

or equivalently, the fact that the wavelet coefficients are 

computed via iterated discrete-time down  filters, results in 

substantial aliasing. The inverse DWT cancels this aliasing, of 

course, but only if the wavelet and scaling coefficients are not 

changed. Any wavelet coefficient processing (thresholding, 

filtering, and quantization) upsets the delicate balance between 

the forward and inverse transforms, leading to artifacts in the 

reconstructed signal. 
 

Dual-tree complex wavelet transform has several properties 

that make it attuned to characterizing geometrical structure 

such as shift invariance and directional selectivity. 

 

The rotational invariance is achieved from the combination of 

all filter banks in different selective directions, by simply 

summing their magnitudes. 

While Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has poor directional 

selectivity, sensitive to illumination change and also lacks 

shift invariance. 

 
                  

                          Fig. 4:    Block diagram of DTCWT  

  h0(n), h1(n) denote the low-pass/high-pass filter pair for the 

upper FB, and let g0(n), g1(n) denote the low-pass/high-pass 

filter pair for the lower FB[14]. 

The dual tree CWT employs two real DWTs; the first DWT 

gives the real part of the transform while the second DWT 

gives the imaginary part The DT-CWT is easy to implement, 

because there is no data flow between the two real DWTs; 

however, DT-CWT required the design of new filters, so that 

the corresponding wavelets form an approximately Hilbert 

transform pair. 

The inverse of the dual-tree CWT is as simple as the forward 

transform. To invert the transform, the real part and the 

imaginary part are each inverted, the inverse of each of the 

two real DWTs are used to obtain two real signals. These two 

real signals are then averaged to obtain the final output[24]. 

DTCWT requires a pair of filter sets chosen so that the 

corresponding wavelets form an approximate Hilbert 

transform pair. 

3. Double Density Dual Tree 
Complex Wavelet Transform 
(DDDTCWT)  

In 2009,Yingxiao Liu. put forward DDDWT theory with the 

traits of approximate shift-invariance, 、perfect reconstruction 

and limited redundant etc.[23]. Double-density dual-tree 

wavelet transform (DDDTWT)is based on two different scale 

function  𝛷ℎ(t), 𝛷𝑗 (t) and four different wavelet function 

ψh,i(t), ψg,i(t)(i=1,2). [25][26][27]. 

Ψh,1(t)= ψh,2(t-0.5),   ψg,1(t)= ψg,2(t-0.5)                               (1) 

Ψh,i(t) and ψg,i(t) form approximate Hilbert transform pair 

Ψg,1(t)≈H ψ
h,1

(t)  , ψg,2(t)≈H ψ
ℎ ,2

(𝑡)                               (2) 

     

     dt n-t .2.txnj,d

dtn-t.txnc

 j
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Selesnick utilize fractional delay all-pass filter 、spectral 

factorization and filter banks complementarity to design FIR 

filter. Scale and wavelet function are obtained by strict filter 

design. 
Two dimension DDDTCWT is realized by employing four 

oversampling two-dimension DDDWT simultaneously to 

carrying out row filter and column filter by different filter 

banks in a image. After such process, four approximate sub-

band images and thirty-two detail sub-band images are 

obtained to describe more specific information. The procedure 

of two-dimension two levels DDDTCWT is shown in Fig.2 

 

 

Fig. 5 - Two dimension two level DDDTCWT 

 

Where Lop and Hip are filter banks of first level 

decomposition, Lo and Hi are filter banks of second 

decomposition. L and H denote one approximate sub-band 
image and eight detail images respectively. Lmn and Hmn (m 

level number, n=1,2,3,4) denote four approximate sub-band 

images and thirty-two detailed images respectively. Both two 

dimension DDDTWT and DDDTCWT  describe sixteen main 

direction information, but, there are two wavelets in each 

direction in DDDTCWT which is real and imaginary part of 

complex respectively. So character description of image 

decomposition and reconstruction is further improved. 

 

4. Shot boundary detection 
algorithm 

For video shot boundary detection we used test videos having 

edit effects like fade, cut etc. First step towards the approach is 

to convert video into its frame. The elements of frames are 

known as node or vertices and the path joining the node with 

other node to form a tree pattern is called edge. A graph is 

always represented by G = (V,E). With this node we form a 
tree pattern based on the number of available nodes[12].  

The dissimilarities between the tree pattern is examined by 

DTcwt and DDDtcwt so form results in frame difference. This 

difference is calculated in terms of histogram difference for 

abrupt change which is insensitive to changes in colour, 

luminance because there is a sudden change between two 

adjacent frames so no similarity exist there. In case of gradual, 

we see minute changes in luminance, color, and motion of 

both camera and background which is very frequent. So for 

this we use standard deviation of pixel intensities in 

combination with contrast change feature, to calculate frame 

difference. It deals with color, intensity feature including 
motion and luminance characteristics. Proposed algorithm is 

tested on two videos ie. X-men and Chak De India. 

Lastly the calculated difference is compared against a 

reference level known as threshold value. In the proposed 

algorithm we chose adaptive thresholding. Adaptive threshold 

measure the average discontinuity within a temporal domain. 

 

Read video

Video to frame  
conversion 

Decomposing using 
Dtcwt/DDDtcwt

A. FOR ABRUPT        
TRANSTION

Splitting of frame into 
its    subcomponents

RGB to Gray

B.  FOR GRADUAL 
TRANSTION

 

Lop 

Hip 

Lo 

Hi 

Lop 

Hip 

Lo 

Hi 

Lop 

Hip 

Lo 

Hi 

Lop 

Hip 

Lo 

Hi 
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For abrupt 
transition

Apply histogram difference algorithm

Adaptive thresholding

Calculation of upper threshold 
TH= mean+ alpha*(std .deviation 

of histogram difference)

Calculation of lower threshold 
TL=Max(Max D hist/ Hist avg, 

mean)

If 
HD>TL

IF
HD>TH

No

Yes
No

Correct detected shot

Yes Miss detected shot

Contd.

Calculation of Pixel Difference

Adaptive thresholding

Pixel value of each frame 
component is calculated

For gradual transition

Calculation of upper threshold 
TH= mean+alpha*(std 

.deviation of pixel difference)

Calculation of lower threshold 
TL=Max(Max PD/ Pd avg , 

mean)

If 
PD>TL

If
PD>TH

No

No

Yes

Yes

Misdetected shot
Correct detected shot

Contd.

                            Fig. 6 Flow chart of algorithm 

Firstly extract frame from the video under test and then 
decompose this frame into individual component. 

Assign each component of the frame as node/ vertex. Then 

form a tree using the respective nodes. 

The dissimilarities between the tree pattern is examined by 

DTCWT so form results in frame difference.  

 

For nodal analysis two different methods are used: 

  a.  Histogram difference for detecting abrupt changes. 

 b. Standard deviation of pixel intensities using contrast 

change  parameters method which is suitable to detect gradual 

changes  like fade, dissolve and wipe. 

4.1 Histogram Difference 

Histogram captures the colour distribution of an image. The 

color histogram of an image is relatively invariant with 

translation and rotation about the viewing axis. We measure  

discontinuity  based on the computation of differences of color 

histogram between frames . The difference can be computed 

as the sum of the absolute difference between node values. 

 

    Where hx   -color histogram of image x  

4.2 Standard Deviation Of Pixel Intensities Using 

Contrast Change Parameters 

It represents the way by which several pixels are different in 

terms of its colour intensity in the given video frames. It 

provides a measure of the dispersion of image gray level 

intensities. Standard deviation (σ) of pixel intensities deals 

with colour histogram feature of an image. It makes 

comparisons between two successive frame where each pixel 

of image in frame1 is different from corresponding pixel of 

image in frame2 and vice versa. 

Standard deviation of pixel intensity (𝜎) is obtained by   

 

Where gi  -> gray value of pixel intensity of pixel i  

And µg is the mean value of gray level and is given by  

 

Contrast change depicts the changes that appear in 

illumination property (brightness) of an image. 

It is the difference in luminance or color that makes an object 

(or its representation in an image) distinguishable. 

4.3 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

Non-real time video shot boundary detection will be 

implemented  in Graphical User Interface in which  six push 

buttons has been configured as “Input Video”, ”Frame 
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Separation” , “Frame Analysis By DTCWT else DDDTCWT”, 

“Abrupt Transition ” , “Gradual Transition” and  SSIM. 

Input Video button is used to select one of the stored video for 

further analysis. 

Frame Separation button is used for video to frame conversion 

and all the frames will be stored in the folder „frames‟. 

Frame Analysis By  Dtcwt button is used for decomposing all 

the frames of video into twelve sub-bands of high frequency  
and four sub-bands of low frequency. 

 

 

 

                       Fig. 7 GUI Implementation 

 

Frame Analysis By  DDDtcwt button is used for decomposing 

all the frames of video into sixteen sub-bands of high 

frequency and two sub-bands of low frequency. 

Abrupt Transition button is used for finding the shot 

boundaries of abrupt transition video. 

Gradual Transition buttelon is used for finding the shot 

boundaries of gradual transition video. 

For analysis part we have added  five more buttons which 

shows the value of  different parameters  like Mean, Entropy, 

Standard Deviation and Variance of each frame. 

We have added one more button as „Processing time‟ to 

compute the over-all time required for execution of proposed 

algorithm. 

5. Declaration of shot 
boundaries using SSIM index 
algorithm 

 

The spatial domain structural similarity (SSIM) algorithm  
[19] used structure information of the object from the scene, 

which is independent of the average luminance and contrast. 

SSIM is designed to improve on traditional methods such as 

peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared error 

(MSE), which have proven to be inconsistent with human 

visual perception. SSIM algorithm is very successful in 

finding image similarity [20]; so, we explored the possibility 

of this algorithm as a metric to find potential shot boundaries. 

As structure features are already obtained from each video 

frame, hence, SSIM index is directly obtained between two 

consecutive structure feature frames. 

 

SSIM(k,k+1) =
 𝟐µ𝐤µ𝐤+𝟏+𝐜𝟏 (𝟐𝛔𝐤,𝐤+𝟏+𝐜𝟐)

 µ𝐤
𝟐+µ𝐤+𝟏

𝟐+𝐜𝟏 (𝛔𝐤
𝟐+𝛔𝐤+𝟏

𝟐+𝐜𝟐)
 

for 1≤k≤n-1, where µ
𝑘
 is the mean of the structure feature of 

each frame, and 𝜎𝑘   is the variance of the structure feature of 

each frame respectively. C1 and C2 are small constants to 

avoid   instability. 

                   C1 and C2 are small constants to avoid instability. 

For illustrating our proposed method, we considered a small 

video clip of 117 consecutive frames from the movie X-Men. 

Here, shot boundaries are between frame numbers 57-58 ,  43-

44 , 57-58 , 110-111. We also considered a small video clip of 

391 consecutive frames from the movie Chak De India. .Here, 
shot boundaries are between frame numbers 21-22, 54-55,  75-

76, 99-100, 123-124,  165-166,  221-222,  255-256,  286-287,  

341-342. In this clip, frames with fast camera and object 

motion are present in addition to shot boundaries and 

illumination (due to fire flicker and explosion etc.) as shown 

in Fig. 8a & 9a. The maximum SSIM index value 1 is 

achieved when the frames are identical, whereas lower values 

indicates dissimilarity. 

                    Figure 8b and 8c shows the SSIM index obtained 

for 117 consecutive structure feature frames using Dtcwt  & 

DDDtcwt shown of X-men movie clip in Fig. 8a.respect ivly. 
                      Figure 9b and 9c shows the SSIM index 

obtained for 117 consecutive structure feature frames using 

Dtcwt  & DDDtcwt shown of Chak De India movie clip in 

Fig. 9a.respectivly. 

 

 
            40                         41                              43  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peak_signal-to-noise_ratio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_squared_error
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            44                            57                          58 

 
             110                          111 

                                    (a) 

                                          

 

                                    (b) 

 

                                    (c) 

Fig. 8 a Video clip from the movie X-Men b Potential shot 

boundaries obtained using SSIM index using Dtcwt c Potential 

shot boundaries obtained using SSIM index using DDDtcwt 
 

 

 
            21                              22                            54  

 
           55                              75                                76 

 
           99                            100                             123 

 

  
           

 
           221                           222                           255 

 
            256                            286                          287 
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            341                            342                                     

                                          (a) 

                     

 

                               (c)        

5.11 Performance comparison of the proposed algorithms 

 

In the presence of flicker and flash light.The efficacy of the 

proposed method using DDDTCWT can  be clearly observed 

in Tables 2 . It outperformed well over other method using 

DTCWT in terms of better Recall and Precision in the 

presence of flicker and flash light. 

                            But in the presence of Object motion we find 

that the propose method using Dtcwt has outperformed the 

other method using DDDtcwt in term of better F1 score. 
 

 

                                              

Fig. 9 a Video clip from the movie Chak De India b Potential 

shot  boundaries obtained using SSIM index using Dtcwt.  

Both algorithm were implemented using Matlab   8.1.0.604 

(R2013a). Average computational time was obtained by 

running the program on Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-2330M, 

c   Potential  shot boundaries obtained using SSIM index using 

DDDtcwt. 
 

5.1      Experimental results 

Testing video sequence 

The proposed algorithm has been tested on two action and 

thriller movies X-Men (Denoted as XM) and Chak De India 

(Denoted as CDI). We have selected these set of videos as it 

contain significant illumination change and fast camera and 

object motion. In order to find out and compare the result of 

various algorithm, ground truth (actual shot boundaries in the 
data set) must be known. Hence, we have found out the actual 

shot boundaries by Pinnacle software in both the movies. The 

test data also contain frames with flashlight, fire, flicker, and 

explosion. 
 

Evaluation criterion 

CPU 2.20GHz with 3GB Ram. Table 4 shows computational  

Time for both algorithm. 

 

Traditionally, Recall and Precision are the two metrics used 

for evaluation of shot detection algorithms. 

 

Recall defines the percentage of desired items that are 

retrieved whereas Precision in turn defines the percentage of 

retrieved items that are desired and is given by 

R= NC / (NC + NM) 

P=NC /( NC + NF ) 

Where,  

  NC is correctly detected shot,  

               NM is missed detected shot and      

               NF is error or falsely detected shot. 
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Table 2  : Performance comparison of the proposed algorithm for 

X-Men And Chak  De India Movie 

 

     

6. Conclusion 
 

Disturbances generated by fast object motion or illumination 

change and camera motion are often mistaken as shot 

boundaries, and its elimination is the major challenge to the 

shot boundary detection algorithms. In this paper, we address 

these two issues by developing the structure features that are 

invariant to illumination and motion using dual-tree complex 

wavelet transform and double density dual tree complex 

wavelet transform. Then,we have used spatial domain 
structure similarity(SSIM) algorithm, which is also invariant 

to average lumiinance and contrast, has been applied on these 

structure features to detect shot boundaries. Finally, adaptive 

thresholds are used to declare correct shot boundaries.  

 Our proposed algorithm has been tested on action movie 

data, where frames with fast object and camera motion are 

observed in addition to frames with flashlight, fire, flicker, and 

explosion. Experimental results are carefully evaluated using 

the performance metric Recall, Precision, and F1 measure. 

Our proposed algorithm using DDTCWT achieved a relatively 

better trade-off between Recall and Precision with high F1 
measure as compared to other tested algorithm on the same 

video data containing flickers and flashlight. The proposed 

algorithm is successful in avoiding disturbances due to  fast 

motion when camera following the object motion . The 

method we used for frame difference calculation i.e., 

histogram difference and standard deviation of pixel 

intensities using contrast change parameters show high 

accuracy in detecting abrupt and gradual transition 

respectively. However, our method is sensitive to unusual 

cases when background in consecutive frames change rapidly 

in addition to the appearance and disappearance of multiple 

objects in the same scene. The future work will be focused on 
detecting dissolve, fade, and digital video effects in the 

presences of illumination, uneven and dark background, fast 

camera, and object motion. 
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